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Abstract—An important building block in cooperative diversity
is relay selection, which has to ensure that a well-suited node
is employed as relay. The required coordination among nodes
causes signaling overhead, which, in turn, can significantly
devalue performance benefits gained by cooperative diversity. A
relay update policy defines when a new relay is selected; it can
balance the tradeoff between performance and overhead.

This tradeoff is studied using mathematical methods. We
consider three relay selection schemes:permanent, reactive, and
adaptive, which have different relay update rules. We develop an
analytical framework using semi-Markov processes to evaluate
the throughput and energy efficiency of cooperative Automatic
Repeat reQuest (ARQ) protocols in time-correlated multipath
fading channels. Results reveal potential performance gains of
different selection schemes under various conditions.

The reactive and adaptive schemes make use of better-suited
relays due to frequent selections. If their selection overhead,
however, is significant, a permanent relay can achieve higher
throughput due to negligible overhead. The impact of tempo-
ral correlation of fading channels on throughput and energy
efficiency is also shown. These insights can be applied for
development of cooperative communication protocols.

Index Terms—Cooperative communication, relay selection,
ARQ, semi-Markov process, fading.

I. I NTRODUCTION

W IRELESS communications in multipath propagation
environments suffers from fading. During a deep fade,

correct data reception becomes impossible due to very low
signal power at the destination. In particular, in slow fading
channels, a communication link can remain in outage for long
time periods in the order of seconds [1].

Cooperative diversity [2] is a retransmission technique aim-
ing to decrease link outage rates by utilizing a relay node
that overhears source-destination transmissions and forwards
received messages to the destination. In this way, the destina-
tion gains additional signal diversity since it has the possibility
to obtain the same message via different paths. It is basically
a form of spatial and temporal diversity.
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The relay selection procedure plays a critical role in result-
ing performance benefits of cooperative retransmissions. One
relay [3] or multiple relays [4] should be selected from a set of
potential candidates and assigned to overhear and retransmit
messages to the destination. It was shown in [5] that already
cooperative diversity protocols with a single preassigned relay
are superior in outage probability compared to non-cooperative
source-destination links.

A. Aspects of Relay Selection

Let us briefly discuss some design choices for relaying.
1) Which metrics determine the optimal relay candidate?

Channel quality estimations between source, destination, and
potential relays are the most important and most used metrics
as they determine successful message delivery to the desti-
nation [3]. Further aspects, such as residual energy of the
nodes [6], [7] or spatial efficiency [8] can also be included
as selection metrics to optimize network performance.

2) How are nodes coordinated?Most relay selection pro-
posals are contention-based, i.e., surrounding nodes nominate
themselves in a distributed manner as relays either using timers
[9] or transmitting in a slotted contention window [10], [11].
The particular message exchange depends on application goals
and the wireless technology.

3) When is relay selection performed?Relay selection can
be triggered by special events, e.g. failed packets, expired
timers. Various update rules can be used to select an optimal
relay with low selection overhead.

The article at hand puts emphasis on the analysis of the
third aspect — the impact of relay update policy and its timing
on throughput and energy efficiency. Moreover, our analysis
focuses on incremental relaying, i.e., relaying is performed
when the destination is unable to decode the data sent by
the source directly. Such incremental relaying is basically a
cooperative automatic repeat request (ARQ) protocol [12] if
no signal combining [13] is employed. It is assumed here that
only one node at a time is selected to act as relay.

Three common selection schemes are compared:
1) Permanentselection: a relay is selected for a long period

of time (at least several magnitudes longer than the
duration of a data message).

2) Reactiveselection: a relay is selected anew each time
the destination fails to receive a data message from the
source directly [3].

3) Adaptiveselection: a relay is selected anew each time
the destination fails to receive a data message, i.e., neither
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the source nor the currently active relay could deliver
the message.

B. Contributions

We propose an analytical framework using semi-Markov
processes [14] to evaluate performance of cooperative ARQ
protocols in time-correlated fading channels. This framework
provides expected throughput and energy efficiency of relaying
protocols taking into account relay selection overhead and
energy required for transmitting and receiving data messages.
Results are derived for a one-dimensional grid network with
Rayleigh fading. They illustrate the tradeoff between through-
put and selection overhead with reactive and adaptive selec-
tion. The throughput gain achieved through selection diversity
can be diminished if selection delay is nonnegligible and relay
updates are triggered frequently. We also study the impact of
time correlation of fading on throughput and energy efficiency,
and derive close-form throughput expressions for two channel
correlation bounds (quasi-static and i.i.d. channels).

We treat this topic in a systematic manner using well-
defined analytical methods. Although the analysis is limited
to three selection schemes, the proposed framework is flexible
enough to be extended to suit other cooperative retransmission
schemes, e.g., proactive selection [3]. The presented compar-
ison yields novel insight into the relay selection process and
can be used in the development of cooperative protocols.

C. Organization

Section II gives an overview of related work. Section III
describes cooperative ARQ with permanent, reactive, and
adaptive relay selection. Section IV introduces modeling as-
sumptions used by the framework and performance analysis.
Section V explains the framework based on semi-Markov
processes. Section VI discusses the throughput and energy
efficiency results of the three cooperative ARQ schemes.

II. RELATED WORK

Zhao et al. [15] evaluate the performance of a cooperative
H-ARQ protocol in line networks and compare it with tra-
ditional multi-hop point-to-point transmissions. Authors com-
pare three selection schemes where a node is selected as a
relay based on the instantaneous Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR),
average SNR, or randomly. They show potential benefits in
throughput, energy, and latency efficiency. However, timing
of relay selection, required selection overhead, and channel
time correlation are not taken into account.

Dianti et al. [16] investigate a cooperative ARQ scheme
where several permanently selected relay nodes can simul-
taneously retransmit data using distributed space-time codes
(DSTC) if the source fails to deliver the message to the desti-
nation directly. The authors consider time-correlated Rayleigh
fading channels using Markov chains to model their coopera-
tive ARQ scheme and obtain results for throughput and delay
performance. Mahitan et al. [17] also use Markov models to
model a cooperative ARQ protocol where a preassigned relay
r always retransmits source messages to the destination as

long asr is able to decode it. The authors consider error-
correlated Nakagami-m fading, and do not take into account
any relay selection aspects. The authors of [18] also assume
correlated Nakagami-m fading, and derive guidelines for relay
selection and optimal power allocation. The authors of [19]
consider time-orthogonal transmissions for cooperative ARQ,
but assume only permanent relay selection.

Yu et al. [12] study cooperative ARQ protocols with reactive
relay selection based on feedback from destination. The result-
ing packet error rate after single retransmission is presented
without consideration of the relay selection overhead.

Madan et al. [20] analyze energy efficiency of cooperative
relaying with various relay selection rules. They take into
account the energy required for signaling and derive an optimal
selection rule to maximize overall energy per message. Shah
et al. [21] analyze the tradeoff between selection duration
and resulting throughput and energy benefits from cooperative
transmission. In contrast to incremental relaying, they assume
that a relay is selected after the source transmission and always
retransmits data to the destination. It is shown that selection
overhead can significantly decrease benefits of cooperation.

The particular aspect of relay update rules in cooperative
transmissions has been addressed in [22] and [23]. In both
articles the active relay is changed when the resulting SNR
at the destination down-crosses certain SNR threshold. The
resulting switching rates versus the SNR threshold and number
of potential relays are obtained and presented.

In this article, we take a different approach: we investi-
gate various relay update schemes within a unified analytical
framework based on the use of semi-Markov processes. Fur-
thermore, we investigate the resulting throughput and energy
efficiency of cooperative protocols, and discuss the tradeoff
between throughput and relay selection overhead. The current
article extends our previous work on cooperative relay selec-
tion published in preliminary form in [24]–[26].

III. C OOPERATIVEARQ WITH RELAY SELECTION

This section explains cooperative ARQ with permanent,
reactive, and adaptive relay selection. Each protocol may use
a contention procedure to choose a single node from a node
set; solutions for this are mentioned at the end of this section.

A. Permanent Relay Selection

In permanent relay selection, a relay is selected once and
serves as a single relay for a period of time at least several
magnitudes longer than the duration of a data message.

After the relay selection, the sources can sendDATA mes-
sages to the destinationd and the selected relayr. If d receives
the message correctly, it sends a positive acknowledgment (
ACK), and a new DATA transmission can begin. The relay
r retransmitsDATA only if it has received it correctly andd
has not. The retransmission can be triggered explicitly by a
negative acknowledgment (NACK) from d, or implicitly if an
ACK is missing. For simplicity of analysis, we assume thatr
retransmitsDATA again and again untild receives it. If neither
r nor d receiveDATA from s, s retransmits it.
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The selected relay is intended to assist on manys-d trans-
missions. Therefore, certain long-term characteristics should
be employed to select the best-suited relay. For the purpose of
our study, the expected SNR values of thes-r andr-d channels
are reasonable and sufficient. The selected relay should be
statistically most capable of receiving messages froms and
delivering them successfully tod.

The signaling overhead can be neglected in comparison to
number ofDATA messages sent over the cooperative link.

B. Reactive Relay Selection

In reactive relay selection,s broadcasts aDATA message to
d and all nodes surroundings. Relay selection takes place after
each faileds-d transmission. A node is selected to become the
relay for a failedDATA message if it has a correct copy of the
message and a sufficiently good channel to deliverDATA to
d. The channel state information is obtained through aNACK
from d, which in turn triggers a contention procedure. If more
than one node receivesDATA from s correctly, the node with
the best channel tod (if good enough) should be preferred.
The chosen node then delivers theDATA message tod. If no
candidates are available for relaying,s retransmits.

Since all nodes overhear direct transmissions, the advantage
of reactive selection is in the usage of selection diversity at
each failed packet.

C. Adaptive Relay Selection

Compared to reactive selection, a new relay is selected
if both possible paths (i.e.,s-d and s-r-d) fail. If there is
currently no assigned relay,s first broadcasts a short relay
request (RREQ) indicating that relay selection is starting.
Then it transmits a newDATA message tod and surrounding
nodes. The destination sends a short acknowledgment (ACK
or NACK) to the relay candidates that allows them to evaluate
the channel. A node that has receivedDATA from s and has
a sufficiently good channel tod can be selected as relay. If
multiple nodes fulfill this requirement, the node with the best
long-term channel characteristics such as for the permanent
selection should be preferred.

After a relayr is selected through the contention procedure,
it remains an assigned relay as long as the cooperative link
remains good, i.e., as long asd receivesDATA messages either
from s or r. If both d and r are unable to decodeDATA,
or if d fails to receive the forwardedDATA message from
r, s broadcasts anRREQ and retransmits the failedDATA.
Neighboring nodes receiving thisDATA message and the cor-
respondingACK from d participate in a new relay contention.

D. Node Contention Procedure

The objective of node contention is to identify, in a dis-
tributed manner, a single node out of a set of candidate nodes
and to assign it as relayr to a givens-d pair. The selection
criteria in general depend on the network application. In this
work, we use the expected and instantaneous SNR values
betweenr, s, andd.

Two classes of node contention are commonly used: timer-
based and slot-based contention. Using timer-based contention

[9], each node that fulfills the requirements to become a relay
sets a timer. Upon expiration of a timer, a node listens to
the channel and, if it is idle, sends a reply message (RREP)
(for permanent selection) or starts retransmitting theDATA
message itself (for reactive selection). A given timer function
maps local channel information (or other selection metrics) in
such a way that nodes with better metrics transmit first [9].

Using slot-based contention [10], [11], the contention win-
dow is divided into time slots of fixed duration. Based on
local information, a relay candidate randomly selects a time
slot and transmits itsRREP message in it. The receiver can
collect nominations from multiple candidates and choose a
node (or several nodes) with the best characteristics. In both
methods, the selection is typically triggered by a request
messageRREQ sent either froms or d, depending on the
protocol implementation. The decoding of this message by
other nodes is the starting point for timers or the contention
window, respectively. In this way a local synchronization
among competing potential relays is guaranteed.

Nevertheless, collisions of messages can occur due to
hidden terminals. There are various ways to maximize the
contention success: using channel listening and random con-
gestion backoff times, increasing contention window size, or
repeating contentions. We assume that contention is always
successful if there is at least one node during contention
that fulfills the selection requirements. The intention here
is to leave out implementation-specific details and keep the
analytical framework generic and mathematical analysis more
comprehensible. In spite of that the presented analytical frame-
work can be extended to consider imperfect contention, which
highly depends on the particular implementation and topology.

Numerous variations of these two contention methods can
be developed to improve contention efficiency for particular
network setups and applications [8], [11], [27].

IV. M ODELING ASSUMPTIONS

A. Protocol Assumptions

The following assumptions are made on the operation of
cooperative ARQ protocols with all three relay selection
schemes described earlier in Section III:

• All transmissions are orthogonal in time.
• All nodes use the same transmission rate and power.
• All DATA messages have same durationT .
• Signaling messages for relay selection and acknowledg-

ments are error-free.
• Relays operate in decode-and-forward mode [15].
• Receivers perform selection combining on the message

level [13]. Energy accumulation from different transmis-
sions is not possible.

• A relay contention results in the selection of an optimal
available relay candidate according to the selection re-
quirements of a particular selection scheme.

• The selection overhead is the time intervalTw needed
for a relay selection procedure. Typically, it consists of
a contention window and a number of implementation-
specific coordination messages from source and destina-
tion. We assume that this time remains constant for all
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three schemes. If a relay is not selected after timeTw,
the source transmits data without an assisting cooperative
relay.
The ratio of the relay selection time to the data trans-
mission time isw = Tw/T . The duration of other
signaling messages is either ignored or included in the
DATA message duration.

• Energy for aDATA message transmission isEtx. At the
receiver, energy is used only when a data message is
received correctly. The corresponding energy per message
is Erx. If the channel is bad, the receiver can detect it
at the beginning of the message and stop receiving to
save energy.

• Energy consumption during relay contention is not con-
sidered since it heavily depends on particular imple-
mentation and network setup. However, our analytical
framework can be extended to include this energy.

B. Radio Channel

We consider symmetrical wireless links with time-correlated
block fading. Time is divided into slots indexed byk ∈ N of
durationT during which the signal level is constant. We as-
sume thatT is also the transmission time of aDATA message.

The SNR between nodesi and j over time is represented
as a series of SNR samples{γij(k)}. If the current SNR is
higher than the decoding threshold,γij(k) > γmin, the channel
is in thegoodstate, and can receive aDATA message without
errors. Otherwise, it is in thebad state, i.e., an outage event
occurs, thus theDATA cannot be decoded by the receiver.

A binary random process{cij(k)} describes the channel
states between nodesi andj over time:

cij(k) =

{
“Good” (G), γij(k) ≥ γmin,

“Bad” (B), γij(k) < γmin.
(1)

Generally, the process can be time-correlated, and we can
model it as a two-state Markov chain [28], [29]. The cor-
responding transition probability matrix of the channel states,

Cij =

[
Pr(G|G)ij Pr(B|G)ij

Pr(G|B)ij Pr(B|B)ij

]
, (2)

defines the channel behavior. Here,Pr(b|a)ij , a, b ∈ {G,B},
is the probability that the next channel state iscij(k+1) = b
given that the current channel state iscij(k) = a.

The approach of [28], [30] is applied to obtainCij for
Nakagami-m fading channels with given fading marginψij ,
Doppler spreadfD, and message durationT . Fading is con-
sidered as slow iffDT < 0.1 and fast iffDT > 0.2 [28].

The fading marginψij characterizes the received signal
power in relation to the receiver SNR threshold,

ψij =
γij
γmin

. (3)

The termγij denotes the expected SNR at the receiver and is
calculated according to a simple pathloss model by

γij =
pi
pn

(
∆ij

∆0

)−α

, (4)

wherepi is the transmission power of nodei, pn is the noise
power,∆ij is the distance between nodes,∆0 is a reference
distance, andα is the pathloss exponent. Note that these values
are linear and not in dB.

Since the results in this article are calculated for Rayleigh
fading, we provide here only the outage probability for this
special case of Nakagami-m fading (m = 1):

εij = Pr[γij < γmin] = 1− exp

(
−

1

ψij

)
. (5)

For detailed information on Nakagami-m fading see [31].
If a conventional Stop-and-Wait (SW) ARQ protocol is

employed on such a channel, i.e.,s keeps retransmitting a
data message until it is received byd, with negligible and
error-free feedback, the resulting normalized throughput at the
receiver isη = 1 − εsd, which does not depend on channel
time correlation [32].

V. COOPERATIVE ARQ AS A SEMI-MARKOV PROCESS

A network consists of a sources, destinationd, andN sur-
rounding nodes indexed byn ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}. The following
notation is used to describe a cooperative ARQ protocol:

1) cij(k) is the radio channel state between two nodes
i, j ∈ {s, 1, 2, . . . , N, d}. The channel behavior is de-
fined by the channel state transition probability matrix
Cij as discussed in Section IV-B.

2) Y = {y1, y2, . . . , yL} is a set ofL operational states of
a particular cooperative ARQ protocol. E.g., a protocol
state can be a transmission of a new message bys, re-
transmission by relayr ∈ {1, . . . , N}, or relay selection
procedure. The detailed description of protocol states for
three considered cooperative ARQ schemes is provided
later in this section.

3) y(k) ∈ Y is the protocol state at time slotk. Similar
to a radio channel, the protocol states over time can be
presented as random process{y(k)}.

4) Tuplez(k) includes the protocol state and channel states
at given time,

z(k) =
(
y(k), csd(k), cs1(k), c1d(k),

cs2(k), c2d(k), . . . , csN (k), cNd(k)
)
.

(6)

Here, radio channels between nodesn ∈ {1, . . . , N}
are not included since communication between potential
relays is not considered in the proposed cooperative
ARQ protocols.

5) Z is the set of all permitted unique tuplesz(k) for a
given protocol. The size of the set is

|Z|= L · 22N+1. (7)

In cases when the tuple set size becomes too large to
handle, boundary cases have to be used as described
later in this section.

6) Functionf : Z → Y defines the protocol state transition
from y(k) to y(k + 1), which depends on the current
channel states in the network and the protocol state.
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Each tuplez ∈ Z can be seen as a state of a Markov chain
incorporating protocol and channel transitions. The transition
from tuple za to tuple zb (both ∈ Z; a, b ∈ {1, . . . , |Z|})
in one time step is possible only wheny(b) = f(za), and
y(b) ∈ zb, i.e., the protocol state of the next tuple is the same
as defined by the functionf for the current tupleza. The
transition probability is defined by the channel state transitions
in za to ones in zb. The transition probability matrixP
contains the probabilities of transitions between the tuples.
Its elements are calculated by

Pab =





Pr(c
(b)
sd |c

(a)
sd )

∏N

n=1 Pr(c
(b)
sn |c

(a)
sn )Pr(c

(b)
nd |c

(a)
nd )

for y(b) = f(za),

0 otherwise,
(8)

wherec(a)ij is the corresponding channel state between nodes
i and j in tuple za. Channel state transition probabilities are
obtained fromCsd, Csn, andCnd.

Vector π =
[
π1 π2 · · · π|Z|

]
contains the limiting-state

probabilities of the defined Markov process, i.e., element
πa is the probability that in its steady state after numerous
transitions the Markov process will be in stateza.

If the Markov chain is irreducible and aperiodic,π can be
obtained by solving the following set of linear equations:

πP = π with

|Z|∑

a=1

πa = 1. (9)

In general, before making the transition from stateza to zb

the protocol waits for a holding timeHab. If this time is equal
for all state transitions, the process is considered Markov. If
Hab varies for some pairs(za, zb), or it has some random
distribution, the system is semi-Markov and is defined by
two matrices: transition probability matrixP of the embedded
Markov chain and holding time matrixH.

To consider the relay selection overhead we set different
holding times to different transitions. We define the semi-
Markov processes later for each relay selection scheme.

Next, we assign a delivery rewardXab = 1 to any transition
from tuple za to tuple zb that results in a successful packet
delivery to the destination. Otherwise the reward is set to
0. The cumulative reward of the process at timeτ is called
reward functionX(τ). In the long term,X(τ)/τ corresponds
to thenormalized throughputof the protocol and is calculated
according to the fundamental renewal-reward theorem [33] by

η = lim
τ→∞

X(τ)

τ
=

∑|Z|
a=1 πa

∑|Z|
b=1 PabXab

∑|Z|
a=1 πa

∑|Z|
b=1 PabHab

. (10)

Here, in the numerator, the inner sum
∑|Z|

b=1 PabXab is the ex-
pected reward (delivered packets) gained by transitions starting
in stateza. In the denominator, the inner sum

∑|Z|
b=1 PabHab is

the corresponding expected waiting time in the stateza before
a transition. The outer sums provide the expected reward and
waiting time of the whole semi-Markov process in the steady
state. More detailed explanations can be found in [33].

In a similar way, we can assign energy rewardsEab, i.e.,
energy consumed for data transmission and reception during

the state transition fromza to zb. The expected energy per
delivered packetin the long run can be calculated similar
to (10) with additional division by throughputη,

ξ =
1

η
lim
τ→∞

E(τ)

τ
=

∑|Z|
a=1 πa

∑|Z|
b=1 PabEab

∑|Z|
a=1 πa

∑|Z|
b=1 PabXab

, (11)

and is independent from holding timesH and overheadw.
The computational complexity of using this analytical

framework basically corresponds to the complexity of solving
the system of linear equations (9). It varies fromO(n3)
floating operations for a dense matrix toO(n) for a sparse
matrix [34], wheren in our case equals|Z|.

A. Limiting Cases of Time-Correlated Channels

Two channel time correlation boundaries can be used to
simplify the analysis of the protocol performance: a) indepen-
dent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) channels, and b)quasi-
static channels.

In an i.i.d. channel, the next state of the channel between
nodesi and j does not depend on the current state and is
defined solely by the error rateεij . The corresponding channel
transition probability matrix is simply

Cij =

[
1− εij εij

1− εij εij

]
. (12)

If each channel is considered to be i.i.d., the system Markov
chain can be drastically reduced to the number of protocol
states so that|Z|= |Y |= L. The transition probabilities
from protocol statey(a) to statey(b) can still be calculated
by (8). Thus, taking into account (12), the resulting prob-
abilities are independent of the current channel states. The
corresponding throughput and energy efficiency are calculated
by (10) and (11).

A quasi-static channel is the limiting case whenfDT → 0,
and, as a result, the corresponding channel transition proba-
bility matrix approaches its limit

lim
fDT→0

Cij =

[
1 0

0 1

]
. (13)

To calculate the throughput at this limit, we need to identify all
state transitions within our semi-Markov model that can take
place when channel states do not change. This means that
transitions between tuples inZ become deterministic. There-
fore, the transitions between tuples that lead to changes of the
channel states can be ignored. Taking this into account, we
calculate the expected reward̃X on possible tuple transitions
and overall mean time between transitionsH̃ when the semi-
Markov process is in steady state. The resulting throughput
boundary is then

lim
fDT→0

η =
X̃

H̃
. (14)

As we show later, the throughput in such channels can be
derived as closed-form expression.

The throughput of time-correlated channels with0<fDT <
0.35 always lies between the throughput of these two bounds.
Therefore, the bounds can be used to assess protocol through-
put without extended calculations of full semi-Markov models.
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B. Permanent Relay Selection

In cooperative ARQ with a permanent relay, a relay node is
selected to assist the transmission for a significantly long time.
After a relayr ∈ {1, . . . , N} has been selected as described
in Section III-A, the cooperative ARQ protocol can be in one
of the following states:

Tx: s transmits a message tod andr. Depending on whether
the previous message was delivered successfully, it can
be a new message transmission or a retransmission of the
failed packet.

R: r relays the source message tod.

Fig. 1 shows protocol states and transitions between them.

Fig. 1. Markov chain for cooperative relaying with permanentrelay selection

Only s-d, s-r, and r-d radio channels are needed to
model the cooperative ARQ protocol operation. The setZ
contains all valid combinations for the quadrupleza =

(y(a), c
(a)
sd , c

(a)
sr , c

(a)
rd ). In total, there are|Z|= 16 unique tuples

that cover all possible state transitions in the systems. The
function y(b) = f(za) describing protocol state transitions of
cooperative ARQ with a permanent relay can be written as:

y(b) =






Tx for y(a) = R, c
(a)
rd = G,

or y(a) = Tx, c
(a)
sd = G,

or y(a) = Tx, c
(a)
sd = B, c

(a)
sr = B,

R for y(a) = R, c
(a)
rd = B,

or y(a) = Tx, c
(a)
sd = B, c

(a)
sr = G.

(15)

State transition probabilities from tupleza to tuple zb are
obtained according to (8).

Whenever a packet is successfully delivered tod, the
protocol returns to state Tx. We assign a rewardXab (a, b ∈
{1, 2, . . . , 16}) in the following way

Xab =





1 for y(a) = Tx, c
(a)
sd = G,

or y(a) = R, c
(a)
rd = G,

0 otherwise.

(16)

The holding time is the same for each state transition and
corresponds to the duration of a single message transmission,
which we normalize to one. Since the duration of relay
selection can be neglected in the long run, the resulting
throughput is calculated by

η =
16∑

a=1

πa

16∑

b=1

PabXab. (17)

If all channels are i.i.d., the Markov process describing tuple
transition can be reduced to the chain in Fig. 1 with transition

probability matrix

P =

[
1− εsd + εsdεsr εsd(1 − εsr)

1− εrd εrd

]
. (18)

The resulting throughputη is obtained by solving (9) and (10)
and can be written as a closed-form expression

η = Pr (Tx) = π1 =
1 + εsdεsrεrd − εsdεsr − εrd

1 + εsd − εsdεsr − εrd
. (19)

If all channels are approaching static states, throughput
rewardXab = 1 is earned only when a) thes-d channel is
good; or b) thes-d channel is bad AND both thes-r andr-d
channels are good. In the second case, rewardXab = 1 is
assigned only when a protocol transition R→Tx takes place,
which makes up half of all transitions. Since all holding times
are the same, we havẽH = 1. Therefore, the resulting limit
for the throughput is

lim
fDT→0

η = X̃ = 1− εsd + 0.5εsd(1 − εsr)(1 − εrd). (20)

To shorten our next expressions, we use the indicator
function for channel statecij :

1G(cij) =

{
1, cij = G,

0, cij = B.
(21)

Using this indicator function, the energy consumed at state
transitionza → zb is

Eab =






Etx + Erx

(
1G(c

(a)
sd ) + 1G(c

(a)
sr )

)

for y(a) = Tx,

Etx + 1G(c
(a)
rd )Erx for y(a) = R.

(22)

The corresponding energy efficiency per delivered packet is
calculated according to (11).

C. Reactive Relay Selection

In reactive relay selection, all nodes are listening to data
transmissions originated froms. A new relay selection takes
place after a directs-d transmission fails.

A noden is an available candidate during selection proce-
dure when: a) it receives the message froms (i.e., the current
s-n channel state is good), AND b) currently its channel to
d is also good. If a node fulfills the selection requirements it
can always deliver the message to the destination. It is thus
not important as to which node out of the set of available
candidates is chosen. To simplify the calculations, however,
we assume that the nodes are sorted in order of preference, and
a node with the lowest index in the candidate set is selected.
This manipulation does not have any impact on the resulting
throughput and energy efficiency of the protocol.

Cooperative ARQ with reactive relay selection is described
by the same underlying Markov chain as cooperative ARQ
with a permanent relay in Fig. 1. However, the protocol states
have a different meaning:
Tx: s transmits a message. If the previous message was not

delivered and no relay was selected,s retransmits the
same message again. If the message was successfully
delivered, a new message is transmitted.
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R: A relay has been selected and delivers the message tod.

Since channels to multiple potential relays are considered
now, the size of setZ with valid tuples according to (7)
becomes|Z|= 22N+2. Tupleza in (6) is modified in a way that
c
(a)
rd , r ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}, corresponds to the channel state in the

subsequent stepk+1. It is a valid manipulation since thes-r
and r-d channels are independent from each other. The state
of the r-d channel is obtained during the relay selection after
each failed direct transmission and assumed to not change for
the message transmission after the selection. The transitions
between protocol states are defined as follows:

y(b) =






R for y(a) = Tx, c
(a)
sd = B,

∑N

r=1 1G(c
(a)
sr )1G(c

(a)
rd ) ≥ 1,

Tx for y(a) = R,

or y(a) = Tx, c
(a)
sd = G,

or y(a) = Tx, c
(a)
sd = B,

∑N

r=1 1G(c
(a)
sr )1G(c

(a)
rd ) = 0.

(23)

The corresponding system state transition probabilities are
calculated according to (8).

When a directs-d transmission fails, the holding time of the
process consists of theDATA message duration and the time
of relay selection overhead. If a direct transmission succeeds,
the holding time equals only the data message duration. The
elements of the holding time matrixH are

Hab =

{
1 + w for y(a) = Tx, c

(a)
sd = B,

1 otherwise.
(24)

The resulting throughput is calculated according to (10).
ForN → ∞, the throughput approaches

lim
N→∞

η = 1−
1 + w

2 + w
εsd, (25)

as the selection of a relay is always possible. The consumed
energy per delivered message, however, goes to infinity for
Erx > 0, since infinitely many nodes overhear the message.

Next, we obtain the throughput when the time correlation
of the channels approaches the quasi-static bound. First, we
define a variableεR which is the probability that no node
satisfies the relay selection criteria,

εR =
N∏

n=1

(
1− (1− εsn) (1− εnd)

)
. (26)

Instantaneous channel knowledge becomes irrelevant in a
quasi-static environment. The corresponding expected rewards
are assigned in a similar manner as for permanent relay
selection (20), but instead of a single relay state there are
multiple relaying states that can be combined:

X̃ = 1− εsd + 0.5εsd (1− εR) = 1− 0.5εsd(1 + εR). (27)

To calculate the expected holding time between tuple state
transitions, the probability of a state is multiplied with the time
spent in this state before the transition assuming quasi-static

channel states:

(28)
H̃ = 1− εsd + 0.5εsd (1− εR)

+ 0.5εsd (1− εR) (1 + w) + εsdεR(1 + w)

= 1 + 0.5εsd(1 + εR)w.

The resulting throughput in quasi-static channels approaches

lim
fDT→0

η =
X̃

H̃
=

1− 0.5εsd(1 + εR)

1 + 0.5εsd(1 + εR)w
. (29)

Similar to permanent relay selection, for each transition
from za to zb we assign energy rewards:

Eab =





Etx + Erx

(
1G(c

(a)
sd ) +

∑N

r=1 1G(c
(a)
sr )

)

for y(a) = Tx,

Etx + Erx for y(a) = R, y(b) = Tx,

0 otherwise.

(30)

The resulting average energy consumed per delivered message
is calculated according to (11).

D. Adaptive Relay Selection

As explained in Section III-C, adaptive relay selection is
triggered when not only the direct transmission (as in reactive
selection) but also the relay retransmission fails. The selected
node remains active relay until the cooperative link fails again.
Similar to reactive selection, noden is an available relay
candidate, if during the selection it has the message froms and
currently a good channel tod. However, in addition, during
relay contention, it reports its expected SNR values on thes-
n and d-n channels, as in permanent selection. A candidate
node that provides the most reliable relaying path is preferred.
Based on the received expected SNR values,s can estimate
the most suitable relay node.

Without loss of generality, but for simplicity of calculation,
we assume here that an index is assigned to each node to
reflect the reliability of a two-hop path through this node. As
in reactive relay selection, if multiple nodes fulfill selection
requirements, the one with the lowest index is selected. This
index is just used for analysis but is not required in the
real protocol implementation.

RTx

R1

RS Tx1 Tx2 TxN

R2
RN

Fig. 2. Protocol states and transitions for cooperative ARQ with adaptive
relay selection.
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Fig. 2 shows the correspondingL = 2+2N protocol states
and transitions between them.

Txr: s transmits a new message. Noder ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} is
assigned as a cooperative relay.

Rr: The current relayr forwards the message tod if it
receives the message froms but d does not.

RTx: The state can play two roles depending on the state
transition resulting inRTx.

1) First role of RTx state: s retransmits thesame
message itself and requests a new relay selection.
This situation occurs in the following cases:

a) s can deliver the message neither tod nor to the
currently assigned relayr (Txr → RTx)

b) The current relayr receives the message from
s but can not deliver it tod after a faileds-d
transmission (Rr → RTx)

c) If thes-d pair does not have an assigned relay yet,
s transmits a data message and requests a new
relay selection. If it fails to deliver the message
to d, and the relay selection does not provide
any relay, the source needs to transmit the same
message again and requests a new selection. This
takes place afterRS → RTx transition.

2) Second role ofRTx state:s transmits anewmessage
and indicates the need for a relay. Assuming thes-d
pair has no assigned relay, it can happen sometimes
that the source delivers the message tod directly
without selecting a relay. This corresponds to the
transitionRTx → RTx.

If the source delivers the message tod and successively
a relay node is assigned, the protocol state changes to
the correspondingTxr state (RTx → Txr).

RS: A relay selection procedure is performed when there is
currently no assigned relay ands was unable to deliver
the message directly tod (RTx → RS). If a relay is
selected successfully, it delivers the message tod, and
the protocol moves from state RS to the corresponding
stateTxr. A new message transmission can start. If
the relay cannot be selected, the protocol returns to the
stateRTx, s retransmits the message and starts relay
selection anew.

For the purpose of better readability, formal definitions
of the protocol state transitions together with corresponding
holding time matrixH and energy reward matrixE are
omitted here and collected in the Appendix. The corresponding
transition probability matrixP is calculated according to (10).

The throughput reward of one is assigned to transitions
resulting in a successful message delivery tod:

Xab =





1 for y(b) = Txr,

or y(a) = y(b) = RT,

0 otherwise.

(31)

The resulting throughput and energy per delivered data mes-
sage are calculated according to (10), and (11), respectively.

Similar to reactive relay selection instantaneous channel
knowledge becomes irrelevant in a quasi-static environment.

The mean reward per transition is calculated in the same way
as in (27). The expected holding time between transitions is

(32)

H̃ = (1− εsd)(1− εR) + εsd (1− εR)

+ (1− εR)(1 − εsd)εR

+ (1− εsd)ε
2
R(1 + w) + εsdεR(1 + w)

= 1 + εR(εsd + εR (1− εsd) )w,

and the throughput when all channels approach quasi-static
states is

lim
fDT→0

η =
X̃

H̃
=

1− 0.5εsd(1 + εR)

1 + εR(εsd + εR (1− εsd) )w
. (33)

VI. PERFORMANCEANALYSIS

A. Network Scenario

Our framework can be used for performance analysis
of arbitrary network topologies. In this article, we evalu-
ate performance in linear network topologies. Networks in
many transportation or production systems can be modeled
as one-dimensional networks [35]. Similar modeling is also
performed in [15] for studying cooperative Hybrid-ARQ in
practical relay networks. Despite the topological simplicity,
a linear network still enables us to apprehend distinctively
the qualitative differences among the relay selection schemes
in all considered aspects. Performance analysis with a two-
dimensional or three-dimensional node placement would not
necessarily give additional insight in the protocol behavior.

s
1

d
2

...

N1−N

sd
∆

N
∆

N
∆N

∆

Fig. 3. Network topology.

Fig. 3 shows the used topology. There areN nodes located
between source and destination at equal distances∆N =
∆sd/(N + 1). These nodes can overhears-d communication
if necessary and act as relays.

The pathloss exponentα is 3, and, for the sake of simplicity,
we assume that all communication channels experience the
same time correlation. All radio channels experience Rayleigh
block fading. The corresponding channel state transition ma-
trices are obtained according to [28].

The relay position that maximizes end-to-end delivery ratio
clearly depends on the channel characteristics. For simplicity
we assume here that the optimal position is the middle point
betweens and d. A relay at this position provides near-
optimal throughput performance in our scenario [24] and is
straightforward for network setup.

Since permanent relay selection always provides the node
that is closest to the midpoint betweens and d, the perfor-
mance of cooperative ARQ is determined by the availability
of such a node. To allow better comparison among schemes,
all plotted results of cooperative relaying with permanent relay
are calculated for a relay in the midpoint.
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Fig. 4. Throughputη as a function of source-destination fading marginψsd.
Number of potential relaysN = 5, channel time correlationfDT = 0.1,
selection overheadw = 0.
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Fig. 5. Throughput gain to permanent relay selection as a function of source-
destination fading marginψsd and selection overheadw. Number of potential
relaysN = 5, channel time correlationfDT = 0.1.

B. Throughput

Fig. 4 shows the throughputη versus thes-d fading margin
ψsd for cooperative ARQ and SW ARQ when selection
overhead is neglected,w = 0, and the number of intermediate
nodes isN = 5. All cooperative schemes perform better
than SW ARQ. Reactive relay selection provides the highest
throughput, since allN nodes overhear source transmissions,
and in case of packet decoding failure atd, there is a higher
probability of a successful relay retransmission. Adaptive
selection outperforms permanent selection forψsd < 0 dB for
the same reasons. However, when a relay is selected, all nodes
except the selected relay ignores-d transmissions, and in case
the cooperative link fails, a retransmission bys and a new relay
selection is triggered. Therefore, the throughput for adaptive
selection becomes lower than that of reactive relaying. For
ψsd > 5 dB all schemes provide nearly the same throughput,
since the relay selection and relay transmission are almost
always successful at such channel conditions.

However, when selection overhead becomes larger, through-
put performance changes significantly. We take the throughput
of cooperative relaying with permanent relay selection as a
baseline which is independent ofw. Fig. 5 shows the ratio

channel time correlation,fDT

th
ro

u
g

h
p

u
t,η

permanent reactive adaptive

ψsd = −5dB

ψsd = 5 dB

0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

Fig. 6. Throughputη versus channel time correlation:fDT → 0– quasi-
static channels,fDT ≈ 0.35 – i.i.d. channels. Number of potential relays
N = 5, selection overheadw = 1.

to this baseline of two other relay selection schemes with
different selection overheadw.

The throughput of reactive relaying (solid lines) signifi-
cantly suffers from the selection overhead. At some conditions,
e.g.,w = 2, ψsd > 0 dB, it is even lower than the throughput
of non-cooperative SW ARQ. Throughput of cooperative ARQ
with adaptive relay selection (dotted lines) is decreasing with
increase ofw as well. However, the impact of the overhead is
smaller than that of reactive relaying. We can see that adaptive
relaying always outperforms the reactive one forw ≥ 1.
Finally, we observe that cooperative ARQ with permanent
relay selection (the gain equals one), which uses only one
preassigned relay, can perform better than other selection
schemes that employ selection diversity among multiple relays
but require additional selection overhead.

Next, we study the impact of channel time correlation on
throughputη. Fig. 6 shows the throughput forfDT ∈ (0, 0.35].
As explained in Section IV-B,fDT → 0 corresponds to a
quasi-static environment, where channel states do not change.
fDT ≈ 0.35 corresponds to time-uncorrelated channels when
the next channel state does not depend on the current state.
Channel correlation can result in a difference of throughput
performance from 10% to 35%. Atψsd = 5 dB, all selection
schemes perform better in slower fading channels.

At s-d margin ψsd = −5 dB most transmissions require
a retransmission by the relay. Thes-r and r-d channels are
now more prone to errors. As a result, in fast fading channels
and givenN = 5 relays, reactive and adaptive schemes often
cannot select any relay since they require boths-r and r-
d channels to be good. The probability can be improved by
higherN , with the limiting case ofN → ∞, when a suitable
relay node can always be found. Permanent relay selection,
however, allows the selected relay to retransmit data multiple
times until the message is delivered tod. Together with
zero selection overhead, this results in higher throughput. At
slow fading channels, the channels to potential relays remain
rather constant, and adaptive relay selection provides best
throughput, since it makes use of various available relay nodes,
but keeps selection overhead at minimum.
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Fig. 7. Throughput gain at correlation boundaries as a function of number
of nodes N . The throughput gain here is the ratio of throughput for
reactive/adaptive selection to the corresponding throughput of cooperative
ARQ with the permanent relay selection. Selection overheadw = 1, s-d
fading marginψsd = −5 dB.

Finally, we investigate the impact of the number of nodesN
on throughput. Cooperative ARQ with a permanent relay at the
midpoint betweens andd is used as a baseline (independent
of N ) for comparison. For fading marginsψsd > 5 dB the
throughput of the two other schemes does not depend that
much onN , since already with one or two available nodes a
good relay can be selected in most cases, and the throughput
limit is achieved. Fig. 7 shows the throughput ratio of reactive
and adaptive relay selection schemes to that of permanent
relay selection at i.i.d. and quasi-static channel bounds and
ψsd = −5 dB. Throughput ratios for other time-correlated
channels lie within given bounds. Results show that permanent
relay selection performs better in i.i.d. channels, even when
other schemes can make use of other available potential relays
N . The channel is too dynamic, which means selection of a
good relay is less probable, and the selection overhead takes
a lot of resources. For quasi-static channels, both adaptive
and reactive selection schemes show significant benefits, since
they can make use of more nodes and their stable channels.
Particularly, adaptive relaying is highly beneficial in slow
fading channels and highN , since new relay selection is
performed less frequently when using reactive relay selection.

C. Energy Efficiency

We use the total energy consumption per delivered data
message to evaluate the energy efficiency of the protocols.
For comparison, we also present the corresponding energy of
SW ARQ which is calculated by

ξ =
1

η
Etx + Erx. (34)

In this section we setEtx = 1.
Fig. 8a shows the expected energy per deliveredDATA

packet when energy consumption on the receiver side is
neglected, i.e.,Erx = 0. This corresponds to the inverse
of the throughputη in Fig. 4. As a result, reactive relay
selection requires the least energy, since it provides the highest
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Fig. 8. Expected energy per delivered packetξ over source-destination fading
marginψsd. Number of nodesN = 5, channel time correlationfDT = 0.1.

throughput. SW ARQ performs worst at low fading margins,
since a packet delivery becomes nearly impossible. The energy
consumption forψsd > 10 dB changes only insignificantly for
all schemes and approaches one energy unit.

However, it is more practical to also consider the energy
required for packet reception. In this article we make a
simplified assumption that the energy required to correctly
receive a data packet is equal to the energy used for its
transmission (Erx = Etx = 1) [36]. Fig. 8b shows that, as
a result, the energy efficiency changes significantly. Reactive
relaying performs worst among all cooperative ARQ protocols.
At ψsd > 0 dB its energy per delivered packet is proportional
to N + 2, since almost all overhearing nodes receiveDATA
messages with high probability. Permanent relay selection
requires the lowest amount of energy, and, as shown in Fig. 5,
provides best throughput. Adaptive relay selection can adapt to
the channel quality, and it requires the same amount of energy
at higherψsd as permanent relay selection. At lower fading
margins, however, relay selection is triggered more and more
frequently. This means that the source broadcasts its data to
all surrounding nodes, and the energy efficiency of adaptive
selection approaches that of reactive selection.
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Fig. 9. Expected energy per delivered packet versus channel time correlation:
fDT → 0 – quasi-static channels,fDT ≈ 0.35 – i.i.d. channels. Number of
potential relaysN = 5, Erx = Etx = 1, channel time correlationfDT =

0.1, s-d fading marginψsd = −5 dB.

Fig. 9 shows the impact of channel correlation on energy
efficiency. Channels with higher correlation (lowerfDT ) re-
quire more energy for relaying with permanent and reactive
selection. This is due to the decreasing throughput (see Fig. 6),
i.e., additional message retransmissions decrease the energy
efficiency. Adaptive relay selection, in contrast, performs sig-
nificantly better in slow fading channels (fDT < 0.1), as new
relay selections occur less frequently, and mostly only one
relay needs to overhears-d transmissions.

VII. C ONCLUSIONS

This article provided a framework based on semi-Markov
processes enabling us to model cooperative ARQ protocols
with relay selection. Within this framework, we obtain the
protocol performance in terms of throughput and energy
efficiency taking into account relay selection overhead and
temporal correlation of fading channels. Three relay selection
schemes applying different relay update policies were studied.

The results obtained in a one-dimensional network with
Rayleigh fading show that there is a significant tradeoff
between relay selection overhead and throughput for reactive
and adaptive relay selection, which can devalue throughput
gains achieved through selection diversity. In contrast, the
selection overhead for cooperative ARQ with a permanent
relay can be neglected, and its actual throughput can be higher
compared to reactive and adaptive schemes.

We also showed that time correlation of a radio channel
has significant impact on the performance of cooperative ARQ
protocols, particularly at low fading margins. The framework
also introduces two channel correlation bounds: quasi-static
channel and i.i.d. channel, which can be used to obtain
expected throughput boundaries in a simple way.

Finally, we compared the expected energy consumption
per delivered message. If the energy needed for packet re-
ception is taken into account, reactive selection performs
worst, since it requires all neighboring nodes to listen to
source transmissions. In contrast, a permanent relay requires
only a single listening relay. Adaptive selection adapts its

behavior according to dynamics of radio channels, and is more
energy efficient in slow time-correlated channels, where relay
selections are less frequent.

These results show that relay selection is a critical part of
cooperative relaying protocols, and that relay update rules have
significant impact on the throughput and energy performance
benefits. Adaptive relay selection methods should be taken into
account in the design of new cooperative networking protocols.

APPENDIX

COOPERATIVE ARQ WITH ADAPTIVE RELAY SELECTION

Protocols state transitions depend on current state and
channel states. Here are the rules for protocol state transitions
of cooperative ARQ with adaptive relay selection as described
in Section III-C and shown in Fig. 2. The transition probability
matrix P is calculated with (10).

y(b) =





Txr for y(a) = Txr, c
(a)
sd = G,

or y(a) = Rr, c
(a)
rd = G,

or y(a) = RTx, c
(a)
sd , c

(a)
sr , c

(a)
rd = G,

∑N

n=1 1G(c
(a)
sn )1G(c

(a)
nd ) = 0,

or y(a) = RS, c
(a)
sr c

(a)
rd = G,

∑r−1
n=1 1G(c

(a)
sn )1G(c

(a)
nd ) = 0,

Rr for y(a) = Txr, c
(a)
sd = B, c

(a)
sr = G,

RTx for y(a) = Txr, c
(a)
sr , c

(a)
sd = B,

or y(a) = Rr, c
(a)
rd = B,

or y(a) = RTx, c
(a)
sd = G,

∑N

n=1 1G(c
(a)
sn )1G(c

(a)
nd ) = 0,

or y(a) = RS,
∑N

n=1 1G(c
(a)
sn )1G(c

(a)
nd ) = 0,

RS for y(a) = RTx, c
(a)
sd = B.

(35)

The holding times are assigned with consideration of selec-
tion overhead as following:

Hab =





1 + w for y(a) = y(b) = RTx,

or y(a) = RTx, y(b) ∈ {Txr,RS},

0 for y(a) = RS, y(b) = RTx,

1 otherwise.

(36)

Energy rewards for cooperative ARQ protocol with adaptive
relay selection:

Eab =






Etx + Erx

(
1G(c

(a)
sd ) + 1G(c

(a)
sr )

)

for y(a) = Txr,

Etx + 1G(c
(a)
rd )Erx for y(a) = Rr,

or y(a) = RS, y(b) = Txr,

Etx + Erx

(
1G(c

(a)
sd ) +

∑N

n=1 1G(c
(a)
sr )

)

for y(a) = RTx,

0 for y(a) = RS, y(b) = RTx.

(37)
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